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Abstract
Tobacco packaging and labeling policies have emerged as prominent and cost-effective tobacco control measures. Although packaging policies have primarily focused on health warnings, there is growing recognition of the importance of packaging as a marketing tool for the tobacco industry. The current paper reviews evidence on the potential impact of standardizing the color and design of tobacco packages—so called “plain” packaging. The evidence indicates three primary benefits of plain packaging: increasing the effectiveness of health warnings, reducing false health beliefs about cigarettes, and reducing brand appeal especially among youth and young adults. Overall, the research to date suggests that “plain” packaging regulations would be an effective tobacco control measure, particularly in jurisdictions with comprehensive restrictions on other forms of marketing.
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“Plain packaging” regulations for tobacco products

Tobacco packaging and labeling policies have rapidly become among the most prominent and cost-effective tobacco control measures. Packaging regulations comprise three primary areas: health warning messages, disclosure of product emission and constituent information, and removal of misleading and deceptive information. The current paper focuses on the removal of color and brand imagery of packages, commonly referred to as “plain” packaging.

Current policy and regulatory developments

International guidelines under Article 11 of the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC)—the world’s first public health treaty—state that:

“...tobacco product packaging and labelling [shall] not promote a tobacco product by any means that are false, misleading, deceptive or likely to create an erroneous impression including any term, descriptor, trademark, figurative or any other sign that directly or indirectly creates the false impression that a particular tobacco product is less harmful than other tobacco products.”

To date, more than 50 countries have prohibited the terms “light,” “mild,” and “low tar.” The list of prohibited terms has been expanded in countries such as Malaysia, to include: “cool”, “extra”, “low tar”, “special”, “full flavor”, “premium”, “rich”, “famous”, “slim”, and “grade A.” Elaborated guidelines for implementing Article 11 of the FCTC explicitly address plain packaging: “Parties should consider adopting measures to restrict or prohibit the use of logos, colors, brand images or promotional information on packaging other than brand names and product names displayed in a standard color and font style (plain packaging).”

The elaborated guidelines for restrictions on tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship, included in FCTC Article 13, also recommend that, “Parties should consider adopting plain packaging requirements to eliminate the effects of advertising or promotion on packaging.” In 2010, Australia became the first country to announce plain packaging regulations.

Tobacco packs as a marketing tool

Tobacco packaging serves as an integral component of tobacco marketing. The pack provides a direct link between consumers and manufacturers, and is particularly important for consumer products such as cigarettes, which have a high degree of social visibility. Unlike many other consumer products, cigarette packages are displayed each time the product is used and are often left in public view between uses. As a result, both smokers and non-smokers report high levels of exposure to tobacco packaging.

Packaging also serves as a link to other forms of tobacco advertising. Packs play a central role in point-of-sale marketing and help to increase the reach of “below the line” marketing activities, such as concerts, and nightclub promotions. The package assumes even greater importance in jurisdictions with comprehensive advertising restrictions, as highlighted by the following quote from a Phillip Morris executive: “Our final communication vehicle with our smoker is the pack itself. In the absence of any other marketing messages, our packaging...is the sole communicator of our brand essence. Put another way—when you don’t have anything else—our packaging is our marketing.”

Brand descriptors

Tobacco companies have made extensive use of cigarette packages to reassure consumers about the potential risks of their products. A central feature of this strategy has been to use misleading brand descriptors—words and numbers incorporated in the name of a brand. Words such as “light” and “mild” are ostensibly used to denote flavor and taste; however, “light” and “mild” brands have also been promoted in advertisements as less harmful products.

Words such as “light” and “mild” are often used to denote flavor and taste; however, “light” and “mild” brands have also been promoted in advertisements as less harmful products. “Light” and “mild” descriptors are typically applied to brands with higher levels of filter ventilation—small holes in cigarette filters. Not only does filter ventilation dilute cigarette smoke to produce deceptively low tar and nicotine numbers under machine testing, but it also produces “lighter” tasting smoke, which reinforces the misleading descriptors on packages. A result, considerable proportions of adult smokers believe that “light,” “mild,” and “low tar” cigarette brands lower health risk and are less addictive than “regular” or “full flavor” brands. Indeed, many health-concerned smokers report switching to these brands as an alternative to quitting. "Light" and "mild" descriptors may also promote smoking initiation among youth: one study found that U.S. youth believe "light" and "mild" have lower health risk and lower levels of addiction than "regular" brand varieties, similar to adults. Overall, the synergistic, but subtle effect of brand descriptors, lower emission numbers, and the
“lighter” tasting smoke have undermined perceptions of risk among smokers, leading many to delay or put off quitting altogether.

To date, more than 50 countries have prohibited the terms “light,” “mild,” and “low tar,” as part of prohibitions on misleading packaging under Article 11 of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control. However, recent research conducted in Canada, the UK, and Australia suggests that prohibiting “light” and “mild” terms may be insufficient to significantly reduce false beliefs about the risks of different cigarette brands. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that significant proportions of adult smokers and youth in countries such as the UK continue to report false beliefs about the relative risk of leading cigarette brands. One potential explanation for these findings is the wide range of other descriptors that remain in use, including words such as “smooth,” color descriptors such as “silver” and “blue,” as well as “tar” numbers that are incorporated into brand names or printed on the sides of packs. Studies conducted in the UK and Canada after the removal of “light” and “mild” descriptors suggest that replacement words such as “smooth” have the same misleading effect as light and mild: as many as half of adults and youth in these studies reported that a brand labeled “smooth” would have lower risk than its “regular” counterpart.

Pack color and brand imagery

The persistence of false beliefs may also be due to brand imagery and color. Tobacco industry documents describe this phenomenon: “Lower delivery products tend to be featured in blue packs. Indeed, as one moves down the delivery sector, then the closer to white a pack tends to become. This is because white is generally held to convey a clean healthy association.” Different shades of the same color and the proportion of white space on the package are commonly used to manipulate perceptions of a product’s strength and potential risk. Indeed, a number of industry studies have shown that the color and design of the package are effective to the point where they influence sensory perceptions from smoking a cigarette, a process known as “sensory transfer.” For example, when consumers smoke cigarettes placed in lighter colored packs, they perceive these cigarettes to taste “lighter” and less harsh than the identical cigarettes placed in darker colored packs. Research from other health domains underscores the effect of color on consumer perceptions: the color of pharmaceutical pills, for example, has been shown to influence their effectiveness, presumably through a potent placebo effect.

“Plain” packaging

The removal of color and other elements of package design—so-called “plain packaging”—has emerged as one regulatory option for reducing potentially misleading package designs. Plain packaging would standardize the appearance of cigarette packages by requiring the removal of all brand imagery, including corporate logos and trademarks. Packages would display a standard background color and manufacturers would be permitted to print only the brand name in a mandated size, font and position. Other government-mandated information, such as health warnings, would remain.

Plain packaging has several potential effects. First, plain packaging enhances the effectiveness of health warnings by increasing their noticeability, recall, and believability. For example, in one study, New Zealand youth were significantly more likely to recall health warnings when they were presented on plain packs compared to health warnings presented on “normal” branded packages.

Second, plain packaging has the potential to reduce false beliefs about the harmfulness of different
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from China, where a leading brand features images of high-tech filters and references to “color cellulose particles.” Packages with pictures and references to special cigarette filters such as these were rated by a majority of Canadian smokers as having less tar and lower health risk.\textsuperscript{31} These references to product design and chemical profile on the package are meaningless in terms of actual risk; however, the perception of improved filtration and technology has the potential to falsely reassure consumers.

**Standardizing package shape and size**

An additional component of “plain” packaging could include regulations on the shape and size of packages. Tobacco manufacturers have released an increasing number of “special edition” packages, many of which have novel shapes and open in different ways.\textsuperscript{53} Novel shapes and sizes may also increase the appeal of cigarette brands and may be particularly engaging to youth. In particular, “slim” packages used to market female brands may promote the widespread belief that smoking is an effective way to stay thin and control weight—an important predictor of tobacco use among girls.\textsuperscript{41,54,55} Different shapes and sizes also have the potential to undermine health warnings on packages. In some cases, packages are so small and narrow that they either warp the health warning pictures or render the text so small as to be unreadable. Additional research on the potential impact of standardizing pack shape and size should be considered a priority.

**Industry opposition to plain packaging**

The tobacco industry has taken a strong stance against “plain” packaging regulations.\textsuperscript{18} Philip Morris has characterized plain packaging as “an extreme and disproportionate measure.”\textsuperscript{56} Japan Tobacco International has also indicated its “categorical” opposition to plain packaging, adding that it would be “disproportionate” and may even be “counterproductive” as a tobacco control measure.\textsuperscript{57} British American Tobacco has also stated that, in response to a plain packaging proposal, “we would take every action possible to protect our brands, the rights of our companies to compete as legitimate commercial businesses selling a legal product, and the interests of our shareholders.”\textsuperscript{58} The industry’s primary arguments against plain packaging relate to insufficient evidence that plain packaging would reduce smoking, and intellectual property rights and issues of international trade.\textsuperscript{56-58} Both the industry and proponents of plain packaging have commissioned legal opinions on this emerging issue.

**Summary**

Tobacco packaging and labeling policies have rapidly become among the most prominent and cost-effective tobacco control measures. Although packaging policies have primarily focused on health warnings, there is growing recognition of the importance of packaging as a marketing tool. Standardizing the color and design of tobacco packages is an important component in comprehensive marketing restrictions. The evidence base in support of “plain” and standardized packaging is growing rapidly and consistently points to the potential benefit of plain packaging in terms of increasing the effectiveness of health warnings, reducing false health beliefs about cigarettes, and reducing brand appeal among youth and young adults. A vast body of evidence on the impact of packaging is also contained in internal tobacco industry documents. Tobacco companies have been forced to release millions of pages of internal research reports and other documents as a result of court proceedings in the United States. These documents contain a wealth of information about tobacco industry strategy, research, and consumer perceptions of tobacco packaging. This research consistently demonstrates the influence of color and brand imagery on consumer appeal of products, much of which has yet to be included in published review of industry documents. Research in other consumer domains also provides substantial evidence on the impact of packaging on brand appeal, including among young people. Collectively, these other sources of evidence represent a vast evidence base on the importance of packaging as a marketing tool, and are consistent with the research reviewed in this report on the potential impact of standardizing color and imagery of cigarette packages.
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